
FACULTY
Jonathan M. Links, Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins University) is Vice Provost and Chief Risk 
and Compliance Officer of the Johns Hopkins University; in this role, he leads the 
University’s ERM program. Dr. Links is a medical physicist, with a B.A. in Medical 
Physics from UC Berkeley and a Ph.D. in Environmental Health Sciences from 
Johns Hopkins University. He is currently Professor of Environmental Health &amp; 
Engineering in the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, with joint 
professorial appointments in Health Policy &amp; Management in the School of Public 
Health, Radiology and Emergency Medicine in the School of Medicine, Public Safety 
Leadership in the School of Education, Civil Engineering in the Whiting School of 
Engineering, and Business in the Carey Business School. He has published over 140 
original scientific papers and 1 textbook.

Glen L. Steinbach, MBA (Loyola University of Maryland) is the Senior Associate 
Dean, Finance and Administration for the Johns Hopkins Carey Business School. Mr. 
Steinbach serves on the Johns Hopkins Institutional Risk Management committee 
and has built a risk management program for the business school. Over his career, 
Mr. Steinbach has served as CEO, CFO and COO of various companies, has 
expanded Johns Hopkins’ Technology Transfer function, and has created two startup 
companies.

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION

LOCATION
Baltimore Harbor East

Risk Management:
A Strategic Approach to 
Leadership

Enterprise Risk Management (“ERM”) is a powerful approach to leadership and management that is now being used at leading 
companies around the world. This impactful approach has enabled public, private and nonprofit organizations to better capitalize on 
best opportunities while minimizing their organizational vulnerabilities. The purpose of this 2-day program is to teach you about this 
state-of- the- art approach to leadership and management, and to help you effectively deploy it in your own organization.

What is this approach called Enterprise Risk Management? Is it compliance with laws and regulations? Yes. Is it crisis management 
to ensure proper handling of emergencies? Yes. Is it business continuity to minimize the lasting impact of a crisis? Yes. Is it strategic 
planning and optimizing business operations? Yes, it is all these things. But true ERM is much more. It embodies the systematic 
identification of opportunities and risks in the organization, the isolation and mitigation of these risks to manage exposures, and the 
prioritization of opportunities and risks so that organizational assets can be directed to attain the best overall outcome.

How do you do all of this? This course will help you learn this approach and apply it to your own real business situations to drive 
enterprise success and value.

FEES
(includes materials, continental 
breakfast, and lunch)
• $3,200 for the 2-day seminar
• 20% discount to JHU and JHHS 

employees $2,560
• JHU employees may use tuition 

remission for the seminar

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
This program is directed to managerial 
staff at all levels of an organization, 
but is particularly suited to mid-
level managers who are tasked with 
various aspects of crisis and risk 
management. Participants in general 
management, financial management, 
human resource management, supply-
chain management, and internal audit 
may find that this program has special 
relevance to their job responsibilities.
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Course
Schedule

DAY 1
8:30AM - 9:00AM REGISTRATION AND BREAKFAST

9:00AM - 12:00PM MORNING SESSION (INCLUDING A COFFEE BREAK)
INTRODUCTION TO ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT
• The origins of ERM
• ERM versus crisis management
• Upside versus downside risks
• Defining risk appetite and risk tolerance
• Linking ERM to strategy formulation

CATEGORIZING AND PRIORITIZING RISKS
• Using SWOT to think about risks
• Differentiating types of risks and building a risk framework
• Identifying risks in your organization
• Risk rating metrics

WHOLE-GROUP EXERCISE

12:00PM - 1:00PM LUNCH
1:00PM - 4:00PM AFTERNOON SESSION (INCLUDING A COFFEE BREAK)

REFLECTION
• What ideas from the Morning Session made the most impact on you, and why?
CRISIS MANAGEMENT MODEL
• Emergency lifecycle
• Identifying potential crises (and their relation to ERM risks)
• Building a crisis management plan
• Building a Crisis Management Team
• Business continuity planning
• Crisis communications
WHOLE-GROUP EXERCISE
• Building a basic crisis management plan, with a focus on the needed elements and their order

Homework Assignment: Build a risk register for your organization, organized into a natural framework, 
and identify the top 3-5 risks.
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DAY 2
8:30AM - 9:00AM REGISTRATION AND BREAKFAST

9:00AM - 12:00PM MORNING SESSION (INCLUDING A COFFEE BREAK)
REFLECTION AND “SHOW AND TELL”
• Sharing of Homework Assignment

HOW BEST TO MITIGATE RISKS
• Management planning and action
• Natural risks ownership
• When the organization is not the natural owner

ORGANIZING AND MANAGING THE ERM FUNCTION
• Where should ERM reside in an organization?
• To whom should it report? To whom should it be accountable?
• What major elements should be reported up?
• How should ERM influence organizational decision-making?

12:00PM - 1:00PM LUNCH

1:00PM - 4:00PM AFTERNOON SESSION (INCLUDING A COFFEE BREAK)
REFLECTION
• What ideas from the Morning Session made the most impact on you, and why?
PUTTING ERM AND CRISIS MANAGEMENT TO WORK IN YOUR ORGANIZATION
SMALL-GROUP EXERCISE
• Injuecting “risk management thinking” into your organization’s decision-making: 3 scenarios/groups (strategic, crisis, emergency)
• Report-out

OVERCOMINGI OBSTACLES TO GETTING ERM IN YOUR ORGANIZATION
FINAL THOUGHTS


